Powering profitability for
food and drink manufacturers
Ensure resilience, safeguard quality and strengthen
your brand with smarter use of energy
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Addressing the sector’s
pressure points
The pressure on food and drink manufacturers to minimise waste
and maximise resources has never been greater. Drivers include rising
raw material, energy and labour costs; pricing options constrained by
stagnating consumer incomes and pressure from retailers. Decent
margins in the food and drink industry are increasingly elusive. And
it comes at a time when consumer confidence has been shaken by
high profile scandals and a perceived lack of traceability, leading to
demands for healthier, free-from and plant-based options, as well
as impeccable environmental and sustainability credentials. Added
to which, innovative competitors are forcing rises in new product
development spend; while food safety regulations get ever more
stringent, with increasingly tough penalties for non-compliance.
Centrica Business Solutions believes that energy has a vital role
to play in helping food and drink manufacturers overcome these
challenges. The right energy strategies can help firms improve
operational resilience and production efficiency, optimise product
quality and safety, and strengthen brand reputation.
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The food and drink processing industry is the
fourth highest industrial energy user in the UK1

1. Food & Drink Processing Sector Overview, The Carbon Trust
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Food and drink manufacturers’
energy challenges
The high costs of energyintensive processes

The safety and quality
risks of unreliable energy

The extensive use of refrigeration, heating, air
compressors and other energy-intensive equipment
across production processes results in high energy
costs. One study found that 50% of electricity use
across 2,000 food and drink manufacturing sites
was attributable to freezing and chilling processes.2

Problems with heating or refrigeration equipment
caused by an unstable energy supply can easily lead
to a failure in meeting safety or quality standards.
From missed revenue and fines to lost customers,
the fall-out can be catastrophic. In the US, it has
been estimated that 52% of all food recalls result
in costs of more than $10 million, not including
additional damage from loss of reputation and
brand value.5

Perishable products
make outages expensive
Given the perishable nature of raw ingredients and
their outputs, many food and drink manufacturers
are particularly vulnerable to production downtime.
Power outages can be damagingly expensive.
Recent research has revealed that machine
downtime costs British manufacturers more than
£180bn per year.3

More automation increases
reliance on energy stability
Continuing growth in the automation of food
and drink manufacturing processes – improving
operational efficiency and addressing staff
shortages – increases the importance of
maintaining a stable energy supply to ensure
production uptime. Up from 51% in 2016,
66% of UK food and drink companies plan to
invest in manufacturing automation in 2018.4
Clearly, the greater the reliance on technology,
the greater is the vulnerability to equipment
failures or power outages.

56%

The percentage of manufacturers
who said investing in energy
efficiency technologies was very
important for their business8

2. Food & Drink Processing Sector Overview, The Carbon Trust
3. The Staggering Cost of Machine Downtime Report, Oneserve, 2017
4. 2017 Food & Drink Report, BDO, 2017
5. Food Safety in a Globalised World, Swiss Re, 2015
6. Economic Contribution of the Food and Beverage Industry, CED, 2017

The increased focus on
energy sustainability
As environmental awareness continues
to spread and deepen, food and drink
manufacturers are under increasing pressure
from consumers and regulators to focus
on energy sustainability and reduce carbon
footprint. Many manufacturers are now
making a clear commitment to improving
environmental performance. Kellogg Company,
for example, has committed to a 15%
reduction in emissions by 2020 from a 2015
base.6 According to a 2017 study by Unilever,
a third of consumers are now choosing to
buy from brands they believe are doing
environmental good.7

75%

The percentage of food and drink manufacturer
respondents who did not say that they had fully
assessed the risk of an energy supply interruption
in the previous 12 months9

7. Unilever study, 2017
8. Energy Advantage Research, Centrica Business Solutions. Statistics based on a six
country survey of more than 1,000 energy decision makers in large organisations
9. Energy Advantage Research, Centrica Business Solutions. Statistics based on a six
country survey of more than 1,000 energy decision makers in large organisations
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The time to act is now
Given these challenges, we believe that food and drink manufacturers need to
address three key areas that are dependent on having the right energy strategy.

1. Increasing production
efficiency to improve
narrow margins

2. Improving resilience to
reduce downtime and
protect food quality

Accounting for a significant proportion of
overheads, particularly in businesses with
refrigeration needs and/or heat-intensive processes,
energy can often account for more than 15%
of operational expenditure. With energy prices
unpredictable and likely to rise, improving energy
efficiency has become an imperative. At the same
time, increased automation of production processes
make an efficient and flexible energy supply
critical. But many food and drink manufacturers
are currently running ageing and inefficient energy
estates, leading to unnecessary wastage and costs.

Even though an unreliable energy supply can shorten
the life of production equipment, risk compliance
breaches and lead to production issues, costly
downtime, wasted resources and even product
quality being compromised, many food and drink
manufacturers remain dependent on outdated
energy systems.

Significant savings, however, can be achieved in
many cases through relatively simple measures.
Replacing older lighting technologies with LED can
improve efficiency by up to 90%.10 Installing motion
sensors – ensuring that lighting is only switched on
when needed – can reduce energy usage by 30%.11
Effective process measurement and control can cut
energy costs by 10%.12 Switching to more efficient
generation technologies – such as solar and
combined heat and power (CHP) – can also have
a major impact. Lack of energy usage visibility can
be overcome with insight tools, such as advanced
sensor solutions and analytics.

21%

80%

The alarmingly low percentage of
manufacturing respondents who have
implemented energy-efficient lighting
at most or all of their sites13

The refrigeration requirements
generated by the CHP unit we installed
at Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Company
Italia’s production facility (plus 60% of
its electricity and most of its steam)

10. Centrica Business Solutions: https://www.centricabusinesssolutions.com/
our-solutions/products/commercial-led-lighting
11. Centrica Business Solutions: https://www.centrica.com/news/10-ways-reducewaste-energy-your-production-line
12. Food & Drink Processing Sector Overview, The Carbon Trust

Yet today’s on-site generation and storage
technologies are designed to safeguard energy
supply security and stability. On-site generation
technologies – such as CHP, back-up generators and
solar – not only reduce dependency on the grid, but
also cut energy costs. Battery storage systems can
also improve resilience, providing sufficient energy
to power production lines in the event of a grid
outage. A regular maintenance programme is another
essential. With operational staff often overstretched,
outsourcing aspects of energy management to a third
party – such as Centrica Business Solutions – can
more than pay for itself. New energy insights and
analytics solutions enable more effective predictive
maintenance. Energy sensors, for example, provide
early warning of potential equipment failures,
ensuring that remedial action can be taken before any
downtime occurs or product quality is affected.

63%

20–50%

The percentage of UK manufacturers who said
that they would be vulnerable in the event of an
energy supply disruption14

The achievable reduction in time required to plan
maintenance through using predictive
maintenance technologies (equipment uptime/
availability can also be increased by 10–20% and
overall maintenance costs reduced by 5–10%)15

13. Energy Advantage Research, Centrica Business Solutions. Statistics based on a six
country survey of more than 1,000 energy decision makers in large organisations
14. Energy resilience in UK manufacturing, Barclays, 2016
15. Predictive Maintenance and the Smart Factory, Deloitte, 2017
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3. Enhancing environmental
performance and business agility
to ensure a sustainable future
Food and drink manufacturers are the fourth highest
industrial energy user in the UK.16 The sector’s carbon
footprint is significant and consumers’ increasing
environmental concerns make it vital to demonstrate a
commitment to energy sustainability.
More flexible, low-carbon technologies strengthen
environmental performance, reduce costs and improve
the ability to respond to changing market requirements.
Renewable generation technologies, including solar, enable
unused space (such as roofs) to be used to reduce both
energy costs and carbon footprint. On-site energy cogeneration technologies – including CHP and trigeneration
(CHP integrated with absorption chillers) – are particularly
beneficial for food and drink manufacturers with mixed
energy load profiles. Implementing low-energy LED lighting
can also lower carbon emissions – it is 50–90% more
efficient and lasts up to 50 times longer than traditional
light sources.17
Frustratingly, many food and drink manufacturers feel unable
to take advantage of these new energy technologies because
of capex constraints, lack of expertise or resource gaps. But
flexible funding models and innovative commercial models
mean that it is now often possible to deploy new, low-carbon
technologies with zero capital investment.

52%

1k+

TONNES

The percentage of food and drink
manufacturer respondents who said that the
link between their sustainable energy use and
their brand image was very important18

The amount of carbon emissions we
helped a large UK bakery to save by
installing a 1MWe CHP unit, cutting
costs by £400k per year

16. Food and Drink Processing Report, The Carbon Trust
17. Centrica Business Solutions: https://www.centricabusinesssolutions.com/our-solutions/products/commercial-led-lighting
18. Energy Advantage Research, Centrica Business Solutions. Statistics based on a six country survey of more than 1,000 energy decision makers in large organisations
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The energy opportunity
New approaches to generating and managing energy enable the food and
drink manufacturing sector to transform its challenges into opportunities.
Our experience of working with food and drink manufacturers has highlighted
the energy strategies that we believe should be prioritised.

1. Explore

2. Plan

•	
Audit facilities to identify
inefficiencies, then implement
appropriate efficiency measures
to reduce waste and free up opex
and capex for increased investment
in new product development

•	
Ensure you have the optimum energy
strategy in place – one that supports
increased automation and use of
advanced AI and IoT technologies

Expl
or

e

Your
priorities

n
P la

•	
Implement robust equipment
monitoring and maintenance
procedures to analyse usage,
minimise downtime and reduce
wastage, particularly in areas such
as refrigeration, air compression,
heating and lighting

•	
Reduce reliance on in-house resources
such as maintenance to maximise
efficiencies and deploy resources where
they are most valuable

Act
3. Act
•	
Upgrade unreliable infrastructure and ensure
a flexible and reliable energy supply in order to
ensure operational resilience and protect food
quality standards. Take advantage of flexible
financing solutions to overcome capex constraints
•	
Install a robust back-up solution – including
on-site generation, standby power and storage –
that covers interruptions to power supply

•	
Take advantage of low-carbon, on-site
generation technologies to reduce energy
costs and carbon emissions
•	
Capitalise on supply-side incentives to
optimise costs, generate additional income
from existing assets and create flexible energy
management by balancing supply and demand
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Our end-to-end solutions
Centrica Business Solutions delivers new thinking, technologies and ways
of working. Our expert advice enables a sustainable energy strategy and
our advanced energy management platforms ensure a safe and compliant
environment. With flexible funding models and as-a-service options, our
customers can deploy new solutions while freeing up capital. And our endto-end delivery and maintenance of energy assets reduces dependence on
in-house operations to allow increased focus on frontline services.

Energy Insight

Identify opportunities to improve
energy usage and efﬁciency, and
enable early detection of potential
equipment failures to inform
preventative maintenance programmes

Solar

Reduce reliance on the grid and
save money on electricity supply
and demand spend with renewable
energy sources such as solar
power generation

LED Lighting
Reduce costs by increasing your
lighting efﬁciency by up to 50–90%.
Improve the longevity of your lighting
sources with LED lighting that lasts up
to 50 times longer than traditional sources

Demand Side Response
Connect your assets to the grid to
help balance supply and demand,
and access opportunities to generate
new revenue streams

Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
Save on energy costs, reduce CO2
and make your business more
resilient by generating your own
electricity and heat on-site in a
single, efﬁcient process

Battery Storage

Store energy in low demand periods
and use it during high cost peaks,
or sell it back to the grid to beneﬁt
from supply side incentives

Energy Efﬁciency

Save energy over the long-term
and improve your operational
efﬁciency. Audit your facility,
get detailed information of
your energy usage and use the
intelligence to identify an
actionable energy efﬁciency plan

Energy Insight
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Benefits of
Energy Insight
• Comprehensively understand your entire
energy-consuming infrastructure

• Prevent device or equipment failure with
energy insight analytics

• Identify energy waste or inefficient
processes and take proactive action

• Recognise energy consuming assets that
can unlock revenue opportunities

Our expertise to deliver
• Our non-invasive sensors are easily
installed and require no maintenance

• Access your data in a way that suits you,
with mobile, tablet and desktop options

• Wirelessly capture multiple data
points across a range of assets and
multiple sites

• Our device-learning algorithm learns your
processes and flags anomalies

• Real-time data collection for
up-to-the-minute energy analytics

• Continuous platform enhancements,
including integration of other solutions
(i.e. CHP, DSR, etc.)

sensors installed on
customer sites

14bn
data points
collected monthly

LED Lighting
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Benefits of
LED Lighting
• Low maintenance technology with a
high impact on your organisation
• Finance options, with the benefit of
shared savings

• Immediate demonstrable savings
• Assists with BREEAM assessment, legislative
compliance with Part L of building regulations

Our expertise to deliver
• Help you design an optimum LED solution
• A technology-neutral approach
• Guaranteed waranties and service
level agreements
• Finance options, benefit from
shared savings

• No capital outlay, just a monthly
subsription with a portion of the
savings covering the capital costs
of the LED installation
• An end-to-end solution from design,
supply, install and ongoing O&M for
a contract period

LED lighting lasts up to
50 times longer than
traditional light sources

90%
lighting technology that
is between 50–90%
more efficient

Demand Side
Response (DSR)
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£200K

Benefits of DSR
• Proactively manage your consumption
in peak periods, avoiding higher costs

• Create revenue by connecting excess
on-site generation to the markets

• Access financial incentives for assisting
the grid in maintaining balance

• Real-time energy asset monitoring and
insights into operational performance

Our expertise to deliver
• Unrivalled capability, using patented
technologies to maximise value

• Flexible enablement options across all
your energy-consuming assets

• Fully managed solutions that simplify
inherent market complexity

• Offset the cost of asset refurbishment
or new behind-the-meter generation

• Monetise existing assets with little or no
outlay or disruption to your operations

potential revenue per MW
from FFR using our patented
Restore technology

100%
access to all 12 Demand Side
Response markets directly
through our solutions

ENER-G Combined Heat
and Power (CHP)
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Benefits of CHP
• CHP engines are almost twice as efficient
as traditional generation

• Assists with BREEAM assessment, Part L of
building regulations

• Generate electricity at around 1/3 cheaper
than UK suppliers prices

• Meet CSR targets whilst reducing CO2
and NOx emissions

YEARS

payback achieved
on equipment

• Utilise captured heat on-site for critical
operations and processes

15

Our expertise to deliver
• Over 30 years experience as a global
pioneer of modern CHP technology

• Advanced operating and monitoring
equipment of over 200 parameters

• End-to-end solution development,
installation and ongoing maintenance

• A range of purchase options available to
suit your organisation’s goals

• Largest fleet of operation and
maintenance technicians in the UK

• Proven track record for inclusion of CHP
units in UK Capacity Market

YEARS

average lifespan
of equipment

Solar
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Benefits of Solar
• Lowers electricity cost and reduces reliance
on the grid by generating on-site power

• Financially sound, affordable source of
energy with two funding options

• Delivers a reliable energy source which
is extremely efficient

• Sustainable source of renewable energy
that is free of pollution and virtually silent

typical offset
of electricity

20

Our expertise to deliver
• Our expertise, scale, and financial strength
uniquely position us to deliver our promises

• Highest-quality equipment using
Tier 1 components

• Significant experience and track record in
the UK with over 1,000 commercial sites

• Workmanship and product warranties

• Professionally engineered and designed
solar systems based on the site's available
solar resource

50%

• O&M packages ensure installed solar systems
are maintained to ensure peak performance

YEARS

of experience installing
Solar in the UK

Battery Storage
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Benefits of
Battery Storage

YEARS

• Ensure your organisation keeps running in
the event of loss of power

• Access financial incentives using your
stored power to assist the grid balance

• Store on-site generation to use later
(e.g. store power for use at peak times)

• Limit the need for enhanced grid
connections and create independent
energy system

• Improve the flexibility of on-site
renewables

Our expertise to deliver
• Proven track record in delivery of storage
projects across the globe

• Flexibility of solutions to ensure that you
get the most out of your storage project

• Range of optimisation services enable you
to maximise the value of your solution

• Ability to engage bespoke solutions

• Expertise allows for fully integrated
solutions with on-site generation options

• Range of commercial options made
available to support your project

YEARS

warranty on every
battery based on one
full cycle per day

£200K
potential revenue per MW
from FFR using our
patented technology

Energy Efficiency
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25%

Benefits of Energy
Efficiency
• Understand your energy usage in
more detail and identify actionable
improvements

• Better manage your energy with
expert assistance in strategy and
long-term planning

• Access a range of services and products to
implement on your site(s)

• Improve your operations and energy
use, and reduce risk

Our expertise to deliver
• Helping you develop an Energy Efficiency
strategy to optimise your operations
• Unrivalled capability

• Fully managed solution
• A range of financial options to suit
business needs

potential reduction in energy
usage from energy efficiency
measures

100%
fully funded options available
with no capital outlay
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Why Centrica Business Solutions
Breadth of portfolio
Our comprehensive energy solutions portfolio,
end-to-end delivery capability and use of innovative
technologies make us a powerful single supplier
solution. We can deliver market-leading solutions
that help you to meet the energy and sustainability
objectives of your organisation.

Industry and
technical expertise
As thought leaders in world energy market trends
and developments, we have an innovation
programme that incubates and accelerates
new technology. Our global workforce of energy
experts combine their exceptional knowledge with
insightful vertical expertise to develop effective
long-term energy strategies for our customers –
with the end-to-end capabilities to deliver managed
services. We provide the experts so you can stay
focused on your business.

Global player in the
energy markets
All our customers benefit from the unmatched
insight into regulatory environments and market
structures that we gain from our global footprint.
Centrica works with enterprise customers as
their single supplier in multiple markets
throughout the world and occupies marketleading positions in several national markets,
including the US and Europe.

Financial stability
and de-risked
financial proposition
We’re a leading player in the global energy
industry. As a FTSE 100 company with a £28
billion annual revenue and a proven provider
on numerous energy solution frameworks, our
financial strength allows us to invest in the very
latest innovations and market-leading technology.

15
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Centrica plc
Centrica Business Solutions is part of Centrica plc,
a global energy and services company, dedicated
to satisfying the changing needs of our customers.
• Well-established, 200-year old
FTSE 100 company
• 12,000 Centrica engineers and technicians

“We’ve identified four issues businesses have that
come up time and again when it comes to energy
– cost, complexity, unpredictability and a lack of
insight. As we move towards a customer needdriven future, we intend to address these issues.”
Mark Hanafin, Chief Executive,
Centrica Business Solutions

• £28bn revenues in 2017
• 28m Centrica customer accounts mainly
in the UK, Ireland and North America
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